
"PAPER SHADOW PLAY"
- TRADITIONAL CHINESE IRON ROD PUPPET ART (1)

In China, there is a kind of puppet show commonly known as "paper
shadow play ( )”, which is one of the eight puppet arts. It is different
from shadow puppetry, but it is likely to have a derivative relationship. It
is mainly popular in eastern Guangdong and southern Fujian, serving
folk activities, weddings, and funerals, paying gods and ancestors, etc.
Five Fortunes ( ) is the opening repertoire of the paper shadow
play, with totally 5 excerpts, which means auspiciousness. This kind of
art has been included in the list of China's Intangible Cultural Heritage.
The documentary Laomei Chunxiang ( ) was produced with the
support of KOLK 17, the Museum of Puppet Art in Lübeck, Germany. It
recorded the Iron Rod Puppet Art active in Chaoshan area, and
southern Fujian through telephone surveys together with other research
methods. More than 20 folk artists were interviewed to explore the
origin, current situation, repertoire, how the production process is
recorded, manipulation techniques, stage structure, folk beliefs, and the
function and status of paper shadow play in society. I have listened to
the stories told by folk artists, feeling the impact of social development
on traditional culture. From 2022 to 2023, my research on Chinese
traditional Iron Rod Puppet Art will be published in a series in the Journal
of Yingming Theater ( ). In addition to sharing the above
comments, there will also be articles written on invitation from folk
artists and correspondence, by letters and emails, from puppet artists
and researchers in the fields of anthropology, folklore, and belief.
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Chinese Iron Rod Puppet Art is mainly popular in eastern Guangdong and southern Fujian, including Chaoshan areas in eastern
Guangdong (Chaozhou, Jieyang, Shantou) and southern Fujian (Zhao'an, Dongshan, Yunxiao, Zhangpu, Pinghe, Longhai). Chaoshan is
bordered by Zhao'an and Pinghe counties in Fujian Province to the northeast. Historically, Zhangzhou and Chaozhou were closely
related. In the early Tang Dynasty, Zhangzhou once belonged to Lingnan, and Chaozhou belonged to Fujian. In the first year of
Shangyuan (760 AD), Zhangzhou belonged to Fujian, and in the sixth year of Dali (771 AD), Chaozhou returned to Lingnan. Today, as the
border between Fujian and Guangdong, Zhao'an and Chaozhou are still closely connected. The pronunciation of Zhao'an dialect in
southern Fujian is closer to Chaoshan dialect, and the popular opera is also Teochew opera.

In Chaoshan area, Iron Rod Puppet Play is also known as paper shadow play, leather monkey play, Yangchuang paper shadow play.
Because it evolved from shadow puppetry, it is called paper shadow play. In southern Fujian, Iron Rod Puppet Play is also known as iron
rod play, iron wire play, and erzi play. As it is controlled by three iron rods, it is called iron rod play and iron wire play.

Puppet
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There are currently two theories about its origin: First, the Iron Rod Puppet Play originated in Chaozhou
in the late Qing Dynasty and evolved from Chaozhou shadow puppetry, so it is also called paper shadow
play, which spread from Chaozhou to southern Fujian. Second, the production of Iron Rod Puppet Play
can be traced back at least to the Southern Song Dynasty, and its birthplaces were in Jiangzuo (now
Jiangsu) and Zhejiang Lin'an (near Hangzhou, Zhejiang today). The "Happy Sanlang" brought by the
artist was the product of the development of the Ming and Qing dynasties. And Wu Jingshan, an artist
with clay sculpture and paper shadow puppet skills circulating in Chaozhou, whose ancestral home was
Lindutou Village, Zhangpu, Zhangzhou (now in Yunxiao County, Zhangzhou City, southern Fujian)
moved to Chaozhou at the end of the Song Dynasty to avoid damage brought by the war, while the art
spread to Chaozhou.

According to the investigation of the Iron Rod Puppet Art in Chaoshan area, Xu Shaoqun, the fourth-
generation inheritor of the Chaozhou paper shadow troupe Lao San Zhengshun ( ), was
photographed in the investigation. Mr. Xu told that his great-grandfather Xu Liqing founded the troupe in
the late Qing Dynasty (early 20th century). The second-generation inheritor Xu Qiaohe invited Lin Rulie,
an opera teacher from a neighboring village (who was good at Teochew opera performances), but Mr.
Xu was not sure how the founder Xu Liqing acquired his paper shadow play skills. Lao San Zhengshun
was quite famous there, as many existing troupe founders studied there. Then the key question is: Was
Mr. Xu Liqing the first paper shadow artist based on Teochew opera performance? Or did he learn from
others? After repeated deliberation, neither Xu Shaoqun nor his mother could be sure of this. Folk artists
in the Chaozhou area and the inheritance materials that can be found all have shown the same
information "The first generation: Xu Liqing". In addition, we investigated and photographed Xu Duanjie,
the third-generation inheritor of Shantou's Lao Yu Chunxiang Troupe ( ). From this, it can be
inferred that Iron Rod Puppet Play has basically matured in the late Qing Dynasty and the early Republic
of China.
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Second, the data source History of Chinese Puppet
Theater ( ) by Ye Mingsheng, China Theatre
Press, 2017.6, ISBN 978-7-104-04437-6, p. 563-565.

As early as the Song Dynasty, the art of "using clay
puppets as Miscellaneous Theatre" has been formed.
Ming Yongle Grand Canon Fragment ( ),
quoted the Tongjian ( ), "Happy Sanlang from the left
bank of the river makes figures out of clay. The puppet
figures with moving joints were sold in the market.

THE MAP
It has to be admitted that its historical origin has yet to
be verified. However, based on the existing inferences
and the information obtained in the research, I have
some doubts and thoughts. First, regardless of the
concept of provincial boundaries. I wonder whether it is
transmitted from Zhangzhou to Chaozhou, or from
Chaozhou to Zhangzhou. As mentioned at the
beginning of the text, these two border regions, are
closely linked and culturally integrated. I list two existing
viewpoints as below to draw a contrast.

First, the source of data is A Collection of Words ( )
and Chinese Puppet Art ( ) edited by Liu Ji
and Jiang Shangli, China Esperanto Press, 1993, ISBN
7505201026.

Before the Iron Rod Puppet, the Chaozhou craftsmen
still followed the practice of the older generation,
carving out all kinds of people and things with hard
paper such as horse dung paper or kraft paper, then
lighting an oil lamp or a candle at night, and then
playing behind the white paper window. During the
Guangxu period, Li Xun, a native of Chenghai,
recorded in Shuo Xue ( ), "People in Chaozhou are
good at shadow puppetry. They use kraft paper to
carve the human figure and add algae painting. They
play using chops behind the paper window under
lighting, rotate and dance as wish." Chaozhou shadow
puppetry was very prosperous in the Qing Dynasty,
Chaozhou County Chronicles Volume 12: Customs (

. ) contains: "The price is cheap, the labor
is saved, and the people are happy, gather all night to
watch until the dawn is scattered." After the Qing
Dynasty, in order to meet the audience's visual
appreciation needs, the artists gradually removed the
white paper over the stage, and changed an idol from a
flat shape to a round body, then “baling grass for the
body, tying paper for the hands, cutting wood for the
feet, and plasticizing the clay for the head”, It was called
"round body paper shadow" at that time. This evolution
from shadow to figure turned an idol into a puppet.
Artists referred to the theater stage at that time,
removed glass windows, used bamboo curtains or
embroidered curtains, and put small tables, chairs,
props, etc. to perform in front of the stage, which was
named "Sunshine Window Paper Shadow".
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Named after Happy Sanlang, they play the character of Tang
Minghuang.” This art is called "colored sculpture" by later
generations. According to Huang Dianqi's Chinese Opera Masks
( ), Chaozhou colored sculptures were produced in
Dawu Village, Fuyang Town... According to the genealogies,
Chaozhou colored sculptures began in the late Southern Song
Dynasty. The genealogical data show that this "Fujian colored
sculpture artist Wu Jingshan" was originally from Dutou Village,
Xilin, Zhangpu County, Zhangzhou City, Fujian Province (now
Xilin Village, Yunxiao County, Zhangzhou City, southern Fujian).
According to the Genealogy of the Wu Clan ( ) in Dawu
Village, Chaoyang, Wu Jingshan, formerly known as Wu Ding,
middle name Jingshan, is the thirteenth generation grandson of
Wu Ji, the ancestor of the Wu clan in Fujian. In the first year of
Jiaxi in the Southern Song Dynasty (1237), he moved from
Xilindutou Village, Zhangpu County to Fengshulong, Haiyang
County, Guangdong. ... Wu Jingshan gave birth to a son, Wu Jian.
Wu Jian gave birth to three sons, the eldest son Wu Xiang, stayed
in Dawu, and inherited the clay sculpture skills. The mentioned
Fenglong, Haiyang County, is now Dawu Village, Chao'an
County. This kind of clay sculpture art is precisely due to the
succession of "Happy Sanlang", which was popular in Hangzhou
in the Song Dynasty, earlier than the Chaoshan area. At the same
time, this kind of clay sculpture has been used in folk opera from
the beginning, and it can be divided into "rough goods" and "fine
goods", and the "rough goods" are classified as "puppet opera
heads", that is, they are used in local "iron wire opera" (Iron Rod
Opera, Paper Shadow play), the size of the puppet head "is as
small as three or four centimeters, and as large as six. It can be
seen that this kind of clay sculpture of opera as a puppet has a
profound historical tradition of drama, which was not produced
until the Qing Dynasty, and is inseparable from the predecessor
of Iron Rod Opera - Paper Shadow Play.

The first paragraph above confirms that shadow play using
leather puppets was very popular during the Qing Dynasty, which
means that iron rods were not yet used to make puppets.
However, leather puppets have disappeared from Chaoshan
today. They are completely replaced by puppets made with iron
rods and the latter material used in the traditional shadow play
has been very well accepted by the local audience. In the second
paragraph, the data from Mr. Ye Mingsheng clearly shows that
most of the heads of the iron rod puppets have been from Dawu
Village from the past to the present. It is undeniable that the iron
rod puppet show has a close relationship with the art of Coloured
Sculpture. The techniques of manipulating an iron rod puppet are
similar to that of leather-made puppets, while the folk name
"Paper Shadow Play" passed down orally also proves the
relationship between the iron stick puppet and the shadow
puppet. This is the point of view that is already reflected by both
Materials 1 and 2.
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The research has shown that the idea of "Paper
Shadow Play" emerged through the development of
local shadow theaters and has been deeply influenced
by Teochew Operas. It even borrowed some of the
features in Teochew Opera. Hence it was also called
“mini Teochew Operas”. In addition to the reflection of
Teochew Operas, the puppets used in "Paper Shadow
Play" were inspired by local “coloured sculpture” and
the manipulation techniques were borrowed from
traditional shadow puppetry. All these features together
have made "Paper Shadow Play" a unique genre of
performance.

The point that iron rod puppetry and leather puppetry
are derived from the same origin has been further
approved through learning the tricks of controlling iron
rod puppets, observing the stage structure while the
performer manipulates the puppet in the front and the
visual height of the performance. The problem is that it
brings up another question. Wu Jingshan moved from
Xilin Village, Yunxiao County, Zhangzhou City,
southern Fujian, to Dawu Village, Chao'an County in the
first year of Jiaxi in the Southern Song Dynasty, and
settled there in approximately1237 AD. During the
Guangxu Period (1875-1908), Li Xun, a native of
Chenghai, recorded in Shuo Xue, "People in Chaozhou
are good at shadow puppetry. They use kraft paper cut-
outs to picture human figure”. This indicates that there
was no iron rod puppet play until 1875. For more than
600 years, the clay sculpture craftsmanship in Dawu
Village stopped developing after the application of
"coloured sculpture”. Therefore, it is possible that a
fairly well-developed form of shadow play with paper
puppets did not appear or shall we say, develop
extensively until, according to what many people are
saying in Chaozhou, “the first generation, Xu Liqing
(1882-1942)" circulated among the people in Chaozhou
area may be true, or it may be said that it has started to
develop diffusely since then. In a word, I believe that he
is an important figure and this is a milestone on the
timeline. Xu Liqing is the earliest recorded Master
together with his troupe in eastern Guangdong and
southern Fujian area. Around the year 1905, he built up
his troupe Lao San Zhengshun. It was worthy of
attention from scholars in the cultural industry. In
addition, according to the research information, the
grandfather of Xu Duanjie, the Lao Yu Chunxiang
Troupe in Chenghai District, Shantou City, sold Zhong
Yushun ( ) as a child actor in the Zhong Yushun of
the paper shadow theater group in 1920. There is no
information on Zhong Yushun as it is a non-
governmental organisation. Hence the status of the
development of Zhong Yushun remains unclear and it
prevents us from making further assumptions based on
the current information we have. Nevertheless, this
remains an important clue that deserves further
attention. Regarding the child actor system, the
Teochew opera troupes before the founding of the
People's Republic of China implemented a strict feudal
hierarchy and a slave-style child actor system. The
Teochew opera child actor system appeared around
the Qianlong period (1736-1795) of the Qing Dynasty
and ended in 1951. It is not surprising that the paper
shadow play troupes inherited the use of child actors
from Teochew opera troupes. Apart from the materials
used for performance and the size and structure of the
stage, the combination of instruments and the opera
scripts were almost the same (In the early years, all the
performances were live in contrast to the use of
recording equipment commonly used now. Jie Yang,
Chaoshan is the only place where a great number of
people who are good at playing instruments can be
found. Most opera troupes still have live performances
and singing. In the verified data, it was quite common
for the paper shadow play troupes to perform the same
plot as the Teochew Opera troupe in the past, but less
common nowadays. 88



Puppeteer Director Founder of “Puppeteer Studio”

Shasha Li graduated from Shanghai Theatre Academy. She won the "best
performance award" of the national puppet art Golden Lion Award. She received
the "best performance award" at the Russian golden clown International Puppet
Art Festival. She was granted the Rockefeller Asian Cultural Council Scholarship
of the United States and Swiss cultural foundation resident artist in Switzerland.
She was one of the artists of "who's talking?" exhibition project of KOLK 17 Puppet
Art Museum in Germany. She has studied calligraphy and painting in Shifang
jingshe, Songshan since January 2015. On April 1, 2019, her Puppeteer Studio was
founded which is committed to the research and promotion of traditional puppet
art and culture, the exploration and creation of contemporary puppet art.

Shasha Li
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